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- Safety Principles =  Avoid risks, modify environment to minimize danger.  Think One Step Ahead
-  Cognitive decline and safety. Memory, Attention, Perception, Organization, Judgment, Reasoning, Abstractions, Language

-  Continually adapt both environment and interactions as the Dementia progresses. One step ahead.
-  Vision Complications. - Be mindful of how your person is experiencing the environment. (Shadows)
-  Color is often compromised. Color contrast with rugs, floor covering, bedding, and window 
coverings help a patient to perceive space and depth within the home.
- Brightly colored plates, cups, place-mats, napkins help.  An all-white bathroom with an all-white 
toilet may be difficult for some patients to see.  Use lid cover in contrast color.   Trash cans = toilets.  
- Many experience difficulty seeing dark objects, they are often perceived as large, black holes. It is 
recommended that caregivers avoid wearing black or very dark brown colors, as it may cause agitation 
and anxiety in the patient for that very reason. (black door mats may be helpful)
- Parkinson patients eyes may fail to synchronize or move, blurry or double vision.
- Monitoring – Landline, Cellular, Home System Fall Detection, Mobile System with GPS, Wearable
- Exploitation – telephone scams, solicitation, mail, computer, family, friends, gambling

Safety of the person away from home -   Documents and Identification bracelet; Sheriff / Police ID's
- Alert people in public places who are not familiar with you that you care for a person who needs 
attention should a problem arise.  - Jan's restaurant fall, Bob in booth – Alz business card / verbal
- Constant Attention  - Take someone with you or leave them at home – Tom & the Perkins plate fling
- Travel Hand in Hand  - Dress them to be seen   -  Carry Pictures    – GPS monitor w/ call and fall alert
- Incontinence Bag- plastic bags, scissor, gloves, underwear, washcloth, soap, shorts, wipes, towel, diap
- Car / unsafe driver 850-617-3814, liability risk   / as passenger – push pull things, open door, exit car, 
- Day Care, Hospitals Safety guidelines, Travel; diagnoses, flash drive with documents,

Safety of the person at home - Safety and security for both the patient and caregiver. Fry pan.  Cameras
- Adapting the home environment to decrease hazards & reduce stress of caregiver and person.
- Avoid clutter.  Call 911 when help is needed; fall, threat to caregivers safety. - Wellness checks.
- VoltBolt – locks electrical connections so current doesn't go to devise
- Capcha Phone – records incoming spoken words – doctor or scammer
- Post Signs;  “Keep Open” “Broken” Repairman Coming” “Don't Sit Here” “Pat Doesn't Do Laundry”
- File of Life on refrigerator – Diagnosis, Medical History, DNR, Current picture, Emergency contacts.
- Hide a spare house key outside in case you are locked out by your person.
- Prevent wandering - Door disguising / diversion murals -   obstructions or décor at night
        (https://www.creativeartco.com/solutions-exitdiversion-gallery/)  Slide bars and deadbolts placed 
near top or base of exterior doors will help to ensure the safety of your loved one.
- Child-proof locks can be placed on cabinets, doorknob covers on doors that provide access to areas 
that cannot be locked for practical purposes.   * slide latch * deadbolts * chain * wedge 
- Evaluate risks * Poisons * Medications * Wandering * Bad food * Tools * Electric * Gas* Water
- Lock doors that lead to areas that contain tools, equipment, or materials that may prove harmful
- Lock up medication, aquarium supplies,  all remotely toxic items, cleaners, laxatives, 
- Removing electrical equipment or appliances from the bathroom and kitchen reduce risk of shock.  
- Fall hazards;  Examine Rugs and carpets,  Tight areas between furniture. Reaching up or out places.  
- Eradicate potential hazardous situations from a home. Antiquated items. Wobbly furniture

Garage - overhead door – A means of exit. Lock or disable.
- Store items in lockable unit … metal file cabinets - 
- Put a sheet or blanket over stored items or cabinet and cover with things not of interest to person
- Doors and lids to the washer and dryer secured -  secure electric  VoltBolt - The Lock A Plug
- Gardening tools, gasoline and equipment placed in a secured area to prevent accidents.
- Car keys and keys to yard equipment should be stored in a protected location.
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Living Room – Remove clutter, reduce potential projectiles 
- Top-heavy shelf units, floor lamps and cords should be placed against walls or underneath carpets. 
- Chair traps - Sharp edges – TV Control = Projectiles, Furniture protection covers for incontinence
- Things in sight but “out of reach” are risky

Bathrooms –     
- Toileting situations may prove embarrassing for a loved one.   Elevated toilet seating helpful.
- Colored toilet seat cover or cushion on the seat for the patient as a strong visual clue of location.
- Adequately anchored grab bars at bathtub, shower & toilet area.  She wedged between toilet and wall.
- In some cases, those experiencing anxiety may feel more comfortable on a special stool or chair made
for shower bathing. Fear of falling is a major issue with many Dementia patients, and eradicating such 
fears will help to ensure that you are able to adequately manage their cleanliness and hygiene.
- Roll in shower is optimal and possible generally. Elevate floor of shower temporarily in some cases.
- Bathtub - Non-skid mats or stick-ons  placed in bathtub and tub top surface help prevent slipping.
- Bathtub - tub transfer bench, or a small step, as means to increase the accessibility of the tub.
- Water temperatures not to exceed 120 degrees. 
- Pad pipes as necessary to prevent burns.         -  Foam rubber faucet cover in case of fall  
- Adequate lighting for greater comfort and safety. Bathroom may be too small; remove door use sheet. 
- Battery Powered toothbrush – particularly when they forget how to brush their teeth.
Placing a large picture of a toilet or the word "Toilet" on the bathroom door may help to offer guidance.

Bedrooms
-  Bed Height- feet can rest completely on the floor when sitting on the bed.  Small step may be helpful
-  Adequate lighting in bedroom areas needs to be provided: reading, television watching, trip hazards.
-  May fear the dark, so a night-light placed in the room may help. Also light to find bathroom at night.
- Bed clothing should be easy to open or close. Caregivers should be available if desired.

Kitchen
- Remove artificial fruits and vegetables and any thing that looks like food but isn't food. (magnets)
- Ovens, stoves, microwaves, hot plates, or crock-pots,  may burn or otherwise harm a person. 
- Cooking with flame can be a fire hazard.    Replace old slippery things with Grippy Things
- A metal can placed inside a microwave not only damages the microwave, but may cause an explosion
- Avoid keeping step stools or small ladders in the kitchen area in order to prevent falls and injuries.
- May need to remove top shelf items to avoid temptation to climb
- Block off drain and or eliminate garbage disposal – object or hands could be harmed
- Refrigerator should be checked for food spoilage. May be unable to distinguish between fresh and 
rotten food. Sense of taste and sense of smell may also be altered due to dementia or medications.
- Lock electric breaker box or block it from vision and turn off electric appliance breakers; cook stove 
- Remove range knobs - pull out the burners – unplug range   -   VoltBolt
- Locks on doors and drawers – put items in a lock box on counter or in cabinet
- Cleaning chemicals lock up. Cup of bleach looks like water.
- Knives and cooking implements should also be stored in a safe, secure location 
- Cooking appliances safer by removing knobs or installing hidden circuit breakers / gas valves.
https://www.nia.nih.gov/alzheimers/publication/home-safety-people-alzheimers-disease/introduction
  

Marion County  …...........  ID / Scent Program 352 732-8181 or 352-732-9111 
     Sheriff          …...........  Crisis Intervention Unit at 352-732-9111
Capcha Telephone -  www.captel.com  
Alert Systems -      – www.mobilehelp.com      www.seniorsafety.com
                                  www.firstalert.com           www.lifealert.com
Fall and medical alert devices - https://www.consumerreports.org/
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